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Driven dynamics: A photodriven Frenkel-Kontorova model
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In this study, we examine the dynamics of a one-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova chain consisting of nano-
size clusters~the ‘‘particles’’! and photochromic molecules~the ‘‘bonds’’!, also being subjected to a periodic
substrate potential. Whether the whole chain should be running or be locked depends on both the frequency
and the wavelength of the light~keeping the other parameters fixed!, as observed through numerical simulation.
In the locked state, the particles are bound at the bottom of the external potential and vibrate backwards and
forwards at a constant amplitude. In the running state, the initially fed energy is transformed into directed
motion as a whole. It is of interest to note that the driving energy is introduced to the system by the irradiation
of light, and the driven mechanism is based on the dynamical competition between the inherent lengths of the
moving object~the chain! and the supporting carrier~the isotropic surface!. However, the most important
feature is that the light-induced conformational changes of the chromophore lead to the time-and-space depen-
dence of the rest lengths of the bonds.
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The driven dynamics of a system of interacting partic
in atomic or mesoscopic scale has been attracting much
tention. It is very important in technology, very rich in phy
ics, and widely applicable in many fields, such as mass tra
port, conductivity, tribology, etc. As far as we know, one
the most typical examples conducted on the driven dynam
has been the driven Frenkel-Kontorova-type systems bia
by dc, and ac external forces, respectively.

The Frenkel-Kontorova~FK! model@1# may describe, for
example, a closely packed row of atoms in crystals, a la
of atoms adsorbed on crystal surface, a chain of ions
‘‘channel’’ of quasi-one-dimensional conductors, hydrog
atoms in hydrogen-bonded systems, and so on. In gen
such a system can be treated with two parts in the dri
dynamical model: the moving object and the supporting c
rier. First, the moving object is considered an atomic s
system, in which the interparticle interaction is taken a
harmonic interaction between the nearest neighbors. Sec
the action of the supporting carrier to the moving object
modeled as an external potential, a damping constant, a
thermal bath. When, for instance, an external dc driv
force f is applied to such a system, its response can be v
nonlinear and complex. The overdamped case (h@v0,
whereh is the external damping andv0 is the vibrational
frequency at the bottom of the periodic potential!, has been
studied in a number of papers@2–4#. When the driving force
f changes, the multistep and the hysteretic transition of
system from the locked state to the sliding state in the
derdamped case (h!v0) has also been delineated in det
@5,6#. At the same time, various intermediate regimes can
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described by resonance phenomena@7# and by the moving
quasiparticle excitation, kinks@8#.

A theoretical demonstration of driven dynamical behavi
as a steady-state response to an applied driving force, m
be well verified in laboratory. It is of interest to note that
Josephson junction array is just a technically and physic
excellent demonstration, of many typical nonlinear featu
of the driven FK-type systems biased by, for instance,
forces@9# and ac forces@10#.

In this paper, we propose a photo-driven Frenk
Kontorova model, which may be realized through expe
ment. The basic challenge of our proposal is to keep
time-and-space dependence of the rest lengths of the
monic oscillator, as was suggested originally by Protoet al.
@11# when discussing the atomic scale engines. In this mo
system, the supporting carrier is taken as an isotropic
face, and the moving object~a FK chain! consists of nano-
size clusters~the ‘‘particles’’! and photochromic molecule
@12# ~the ‘‘bonds’’!. The particles are identical with massm;
the bonds are flexible with elastic strengthk and photoactive
with sensitive coefficientb; the time-and-space dependen
of the free equilibrium rest lengths is due to the light-induc
conformational changes of the chromophore. In contras
the particles, the bond mass is so small that it can be
glected. For simplicity, we restrict the discussion to one
mension at zero temperature. TheN equations of motion read
as

mẍn1h ẋn1
]F~xn!

]xn
1(

d

]C@xn ,xn1d ,an,n1d~ t !#

]xn
50,

~1!

where xn is the coordinate of thenth particle with 1<n
<N. The second term of Eq.~1! describes the dissipativ
interaction~damping! between the particles and the surfac
d-
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It is proportional to the relative velocities of the particle
with proportionality constanth. The static interaction be
tween the particles and the surface is represented by the
riodic substrate potential

F~xn!5F0S 12cos
2pxn

l1
D . ~2!

Concerning the interparticle interaction, we take the form
the nearest neighboring harmonic interaction

C@xn ,xn1d ,an,n1d~ t !#5
k

2
@ uxn2xn1du2an,n1d~ t !#2.

~3!

Due to the light sensitivity, the bond lengths change with
irradiation of light. The free equilibrium rest length
an,n1d(t) depend on both the bond’s position, specified
the indicesn, n1d, (d561), and timet. We restrict our-
selves to a certain choice foran,n1d(t):
ar
al
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an,n1d~ t !5a0~11b cos@qxn,n1d2vt !#

5a0F11b cosS 2p

l2

xn1xn1d

2
2vt D G , ~4!

whereb (b,1) is an absorption coefficient~amplitude! less
than one,a0 is the rest length of the harmonic interactio
andl2 andv are the wavelength and frequency of extern
irradiated light, respectively. Obviously,a0 andb are intrin-
sic parameters, andl2 andv are externally adjustable. Ligh
energy, if pumped into the system in an irradiating mann
may produce spatially and temporally correlated change
the lengthsan,n1d(t). Then, the dynamical local competitio
between the periodicityl1 and the rest lengthsan,n1d(t)
may induce a driving power, which will impel the chain int
motion in some manner. Granted, this power must be str
enough to overcome the resistance.

After introducing dimensionless parametersxn

→(2p/l1)xn , t→(2p/l1)AF0 /mt, and the renor-
malized parameters v→@(2p/l1)AF0 /m#21v, h
→@(2p/l1)AmF0#21h, k→(1/F0)(l1/2p)2k, a0
→(2p/l1)a0, the motion equation reads as follows:
ẍn52h ẋn2sinxn1kFxn1122xn1xn2112a0b sinS l1

l2

xn112xn21

4 D sinS l1

l2

xn1112xn1xn21

4
2vt D G

2
ba0

2

l1

l2
kH ~xn2xn212a0!sinS l1

l2

xn1xn21

2
2vt D2

ba0

2
sinF2S l1

l2

xn1xn21

2
2vt D G J

2
ba0

2

l1

l2
kH ~xn112xn2a0!sinS l1

l2

xn111xn

2
2vt D2

ba0

2
sinF2S l1

l2

xn111xn

2
2vt D G J . ~5!
be-
ore
In the present survey, the mass of the particle ism51, the
period and amplitude of the external sinusoidal potential
l152p andF051, respectively. So, if we take the natur
unit like this, i.e., the time scaled by (2p/l1)AF0 /m, the
length scaled by (2p/l1), and the mass scaled by (1/m),
e
then the physical quantities, time, velocity and so on,
come dimensionless. And one should, in order to rest
them, multiply spatial variables by (l1/2p), times by
(l1/2p)Am/F0, mass bym, and energies byF0, etc.

In our model, parametersh, k, b, l2, andv are all very
y-

-

FIG. 1. Velocity of the centre of massvc of
chain as a function of timet. For different param-
eters, the system turns quickly into a stead
going locked state@~a!–~c!# or a steady-going
running state@~d!,~e!# passing through a transi
tory relaxation.
2-2
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important. For example, when the external viscous damp
coefficienth is overdampedh@v0, underdampedh!v0, or
other intermediate regions, the driven system exhibits v
different dynamical behavior, which has been studied in
number of papers as mentioned above. Note that in
present survey, the characteristic frequency of particle vib
tion at the minimum of the external potential isv051. To
simplify the problem, we keep the damping coefficient a
the elastic strength fixed ash50.1 andk51. Here, the value
of k also corresponds to the intermediate case betwee
strong coupled~sine-Gordon! and a weakly coupled chain
Thus, we focus on the parametersb, l2, andv, all of which
definitely characterize how the free equilibrium rest leng
an,n1d(t) depend on the time and position of the bonds.

Our simulation of the Runge-Kutta iteration method sta
when the particles are at the bottom of the substrate pote
well at rest, and the boundary condition is chosen to be
simplest, asxj 1N5xj12pN ~periodic boundary condition!.
In this way,a05l152p. Only a finite system possible, it
size should be appropriate to ensure thatM waves (M is the
wave number! can be inserted into the background structu
of N-particles system; the integersN andM must satisfy the
relation:N/M5l2 /l1. In all calculations, we took the natu
ral unit (m51, l152p and F051) and kepth50.1 and
k51, as mentioned above.

In Fig. 1, we show the velocity of the center of mass
the systemvc @vc5(( i 51

N miẋi)/(( i 51
N mi)5(( i ẋi)/N, mi

5m] as a function of timet for some different parameters
The results tell us the following:~1! after passing through a
transitory relaxation, the system turns quickly into a stea
state;~2! there are two types of steady states, the locked s
@Fig. 1~a–c!# and the running state@Fig. 1~d–e!#. In the
locked state, the particles are bound at the bottom of
substrate potential and vibrate backwards and forwards
constant amplitude. In the running state, the initially fed e
ergy is transformed into directed motion as a whole, w
almost constant speed except for a little undulation. W
different parameters, there are different oscillating amplitu
~in the locked state! or running speed~in the running state!.
On the whole, the system exhibits interesting and parame
dependent dynamical behavior.

The amplitudeb intrinsically characterizes the light sen

FIG. 2. Average velocity of the center of mass^vc& of chain as
a function of the amplitudeb.
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sitivity of the photochromic molecules~bonds! and deter-
mines the elastic energy stored. To find more about it,
started fromb50, slowly increased it by small stepsDb
50.01. With everyb value, we let the system relax to 104

time steps, 1023 each, to ensure a stationary state. We th
calculated the average velocity of the center of mass^vc&
over the time period of 104–106 steps. The results fo
l2 /l152.5, 3 andv51, 3, respectively, are shown in Fig
2~a! and 2~b!. The processes both have a^vc& increasing
from zero as soon as the amplitude exceeds a critical v
bc . At zero speed, each particle is locked in one exter
potential well without any observable macroscopic motio
expecting its emancipation as the driving energy exceed
certain value. This is easy to understand for a dissipa
system.

It is no surprise as well, that each particular situation
unique, given different frequencies and wavelengths as t
poral and spatial modulations. To get further information
their effects, our next simulation was focused on the exter
photo-driving parameters. Figure 3 presents^vc& as a func-
tion of the driving frequenciesv for a fixed value of the
wavelengthl2. From these numerical results, three thin
are note worthy. First, as the magnitude of frequency slo
increases fromv50, a dynamical transition occurs, from a
initially locked state to a running state, and finally back to
locked state again. Second, there exits a peak of max
velocity. Third, as the wavelength increases, the runn
state has a lower maximal velocity and exists in a narrow
span of frequency with lower values. The same is true
^vc& as a function of wavelength, as is presented in Fig.

Finally, we present a dynamical phase diagram in Fig
where we plot the driving frequency vs the ratio of the op
cal wavelength to the period of the substrate potential. T
figure shows that, within a finite range of driving frequenci
and wavelengths, the system as a whole will be runni
otherwise, the particles will be locked at the bottom of t
substrate potential, permanently.

In conclusion, we would like to emphasize several poin
First, a reasonable explanation for the photo-driven
model seems to be that temporal and spatial modulat
both result in the resonant absorption of optical energy. A

FIG. 3. Average velocity of the center of mass^vc& of chain as
a function of the driving frequencyv.
2-3
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the dynamical competition between the inherent lengths
the moving object~the chain! and the supporting carrier~the
isotropic surface! leads to the transformation of fed energy
directed motion. Second, the light-induced conformatio
changes of the photochromophore leads to the time-a
space dependence of the rest lengths of the bonds, whi
the most important in this model. Third, according to o
calculations, the steady state of the system is not affecte
the initial conditions. The drift direction of the chain lie
only on the sign in front ofv in the expressionan,n1d(t)
5a0@11b cos(qxn,n1d7vt)#. Namely, ‘‘2 ’’ and ‘‘ 1 ’’ corre-
spond to a motion in positive and negativex direction, re-
spectively. Therefore, the motion of the system can be ea
controlled. Fourth, the ‘‘springs’’ connecting the ‘‘particles
are light-sensitive molecules~photochromic molecules! and
can expand or shrink with light reversibly@13# adjusting the
frequency or the wavelength of the light wave may produ
spectacular motions. We believe that the concept present
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this paper is simple and robust enough to be realized in
tual experiments, and may demonstrate many interesting
typical nonlinear features of a system of interacting particl
However, we would like to further state that the connecti
between the model and photochromic chains stands at
level of speculation, being an interesting open question
idea, still to be proved.
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FIG. 5. Dynamical phase diagram in the (v,l2 /l1) plane for
the photo-driven one-dimensional FK model. Here parameters
fixed at b50.3, h50.1 andk51, respectively. And the particle
numberN is chosen in 450–550 to ensure thatM waves (M is an
integer,N andM satisfy the relation:N/M5l2 /l1) can be inserted
into the commensurate background structure ofN-particle system
from first to last.
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